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EDITORS NOTE
Ladies, gents, and all those in between, I

SONGS THAT'LL KEEP
YOU COMPANY IF PEOPLE
CAN'T THIS V-DAY

ARE YOU PRONE TO
BROKEN HEART
SYNDROME?

TIPS FOR THOSE WHO
ARE RELUCTANT TO
READ

welcome you with great anticipation to our
newspaper 'What's the Sus?' - the third
addition to our series of published
newspapers.
I won't spoil it for you, but within these pages
are great reads that'll keep you hooked by the
edges of the, well, electronical paper (never
thought I'd ever say that).
Whether you're having a hectic day, a bored
one, or need a little insight into the news of
today - sit back, relax, and enjoy our
newspaper!
- Mariangela, Patrycja & Daisy

HOW TO LOVE YOURSELF
& OTHERS IN 2021

NEW MOVIES TO
EXPECT IN 2021

SPORTS
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'

I V E NEVER SEEN STRONGER
AFFECTION THAN WHEN A TEAM
SCORE A GOAL

&

THEY JUMP INTO

'

EACH OTHER S ARMS

How sport in Ireland is affected during
level 5 restrictions

·During level 5 restrictions, the government have
said that ‘Elite Sports’ are able to resume under
safety measures that have to be put in place.
·Every player and staff member that is involved with
teams must adhere to guidelines that will be set in
place.
·All games will be played behind closed doors,
meaning no spectators can watch the game being
played.
-Eoin Corrigan
FUN

FACTS:

This year marks 137 years since the GAA
was founded.
There are over 4 billion football
supporters around the world.
Tiger Woods is the richest golfer in the
world, with a net worth of $800 million.
Tennis was the first sport in the Olympics
that allowed women to participate.

-Mariangela Rotaru
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WHERE THERE IS DARKNESS IN
LIFE

,

THERE IS ALSO LIGHT

News we loved in 2020

1) Demand for renewables went up, and oil saw a huge decrease in sales, according to British Petrolium in September. Half of
Britain's energy use in the first 3 months of 2020 was renewable.
2) More people gained access to electricity. According to the International energy agency, 90 million people gained electricity
in 2020.
3) Africa was declared to be free of wild polio by the WHO in August, four years after the last recorded case.
4) Diversity efforts increased, with the Oscars bringing in new guidelines designed to increase diversity in nominations for
‘best picture.’
5) There were a lot of baby animal booms with elephant, lion, and gorilla populations growing. This is due in part to the decrease
in poaching because of Covid.

-Daisy Donnelly

Ty news & updates

At the start of the year we did a cara mentoring session with the first years. Then we did a creative writing workshop
with fighting words where we wrote a story. During community care week we did lots of things! On Monday we did
breakfasts where some students from the language classes prepared traditional breakfasts for their respective
classes. On Tuesday class Ashford did litter picking, class Bunratty did their litter picking on the Thursday of that
week. Ms Lynch’s art class painted benches. We did a three hour CPR course on Thursday. We did a workshop with
Prosper Fingal. We learned how to write in Japanese using ink pens. Everybody brought in books to our English classes
so that we could write and send letters and our chosen books to nursing homes.
-Erin Hodgins
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WILL ALWAYS

LOVE YOU

,

Happy new year! It´s the time for several new beginnings and for asking questions such as; Who am I? What do I want
for my life? What are my life goals? In such moods, you need good music. Here's a few awesome new artists:
If you want to be alone with your thoughts, the artist ‘Xyla’ is a good choice.
For exciting decisions or angry moments, some rock songs might be an option for you. There's artists by the name of
“Pom Pom Squad” or “KALI”.
If you enjoy rap the new release of “Bree Runway” is perfect for you.
American influencer Dixie D'Amelio went a step further into her career and published her own pop songs. Give these
artists all a try, start your new year together with their career and get super motivated!
-Hanna Scherer
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Spend My
DifferencesLife with YouGinuwine
Eric Benét &
Tamia

3
Cater 2 U –
Destiny's
Child

For all the people in love or broken-hearted here are 14 songs
to listen to on the 14th of February: OLD SCHOOL LOVE SONGS
– Nicole Nunez
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My Boo Usher &
Alicia Keys

LoveKeyshia Cole

Angel of
MineMonica

I’ll Make
Love to You
– Boyz II
Men

For the people who got rejected this Valentine’s day =( it’s
okay, we got you: FOR THE BROKEN-HEARTED – Jack Ahearn
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Nothing
compares
2U - Sinéad
O'Connor

Hurt –
Johnny Cash

Everybody
Hurts –
R.E.M.

Creep –
Stone
Temple
Pilots

Fix You Coldplay

Someone
Like You Adele

Stay with
Me – Sam
Smith

How to use the Spotify codes!

1. Open the Spotify app.
2. Tap the search icon on the bottom on your screen.
3. Click the camera symbol on the right side of the search bar and scan away.
4. Make sure the scan code can be seen clearly.

Here’s something for everyone to try out based on love and new beginnings! Open any browser of your choice and type in
' https://duolovesongs.byspotify.com' . This site allows you to create a music playlist for yourself and your special other.
Don’t be scared though, it’s not only for people in relationships. You can make one for your best friend and yourself! On this
website you’ll be asked a series of questions to help create your dream playlist. Once you’ve created it, you’ll be greeted with
upcoming artists’ songs, old school songs etc.
That’s it for the music department. We hope you all have had an amazing Valentine’s Day 2021 ♡ -Irene Gonzales
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IT CAN T BE JUST ME THAT FALLS
FOR FICTIONAL CHARACTERS
Movies Coming Out In 2021

Godzilla vs Kong (March 26, 2021)
A Quiet Place 2 (April 23, 2021)
Black Widow (May 7, 2021)
Venom: Let There Be Carnage (June 25, 2021)
Minions: The Rise Of Gru (July 2,2021)
Jungle Cruise (July 30,2021)
Suicide Squad 2 (August 6, 2021)
Resident Evil (September 9,2021)
Dune (October 21, 2021)
Mission Impossible 7 (November 19, 2021)

-Wiktoria Waszkuc

Top 10 On and Off Screen
Romances
https://youtu.be/kbzWxiFqh7s

-Emma Reilly

Top 3 YA Romance Novels

1. ‘Loveless’ by Alice Oseman: follows the story of 18
year old Georgia as she begins her new journey into
university. ‘Loveless’ shows us that love comes in
many shapes and sizes, and that love that exists
within friendships can be the most powerful kind
there is.
2. ‘Five Feet Apart’ by Rachael Lippincott & Mikki
Daughtry: Can you love someone you can never
touch? ‘Five Feet Apart’ tells the bittersweet story
of teenagers Stella and Will, who have both spent the
majority of their lives in and out of hospital, receiving
treatment for cystic fibrosis. This story teaches the
reader that if you love someone, you’ll do everything
you can not to hurt them, even if it means hurting
yourself.
3. ‘Heartstopper’ by Alice Oseman: A graphic and easily
enjoyable novel, follows the story of teenagers Nick
and Charlie, who are complete strangers until the day
they’re seated together in class.While this comic is
mostly light hearted romance, it also covers difficult
yet important topics in todays society.

?

Tips for Reluctant readers

Tip 1: Read about your favourite genre and things that motivate you!
For example, if you like business and you are reading a book about someone who
became an entrepreneur it can help you with tips on what you can do to become
one.
Tip 2: Do not be intimidated by thick books!
Most reluctant readers are intimidated by the thickness of the book because it
seems like it will take them an eternity to finish reading it. Start off with shorter
books, then progress to bigger ones.
Tip 3: Set little goals each day. Try reading a set number of pages a day.
Tip 4: Set time for yourself.
Tip 5: Pick a nice spot to read. This can help you concentrate and enjoy a book for
a longer time.

-Ciara Bolger

Book recommendations for reluctant readers

If you are a reluctant reader and cannot find a book for you, here are a couple of books
we'd recommend:
- 'Monday’s Not Coming' (age rating 15+): Claudia (the protagonist) and Monday have been
inseparable like sisters. One day Monday doesn't show up for school and Claudia was the
only person who noticed her disappearance.
- ‘Feed’ by M J Howes (all ages): Monstrous aliens have invaded the planet. Unlucky ones
who are taken face a horrific fate: like animals, humans will be transported, processed, and
eaten. Only Lola and Patrick can save them.
- 'Acceleration': This one is about 17-year-old, Duncan, who's sorting out objects in the
authority's lost and found. Duncan discovers a leather book, that's filled with lots of dirty
secrets of a serial killer stalking his prey in the subway. The plot is full of suspense and
mystery.
- 'Wonder' (12yrs+): This talks about a boy called August, or “Auggie”, that was born with a
facial deformity, making it difficult for him to gain friends. He's been homeschooled, but
his parents had decided that it is time for him to go to a public school. How will the
situation unfold?
- 'Out of the ashes' (all ages): Becky, a girl, lives happily on a farm with her family. In
spring, a lamb on her farm was born and she named him little Josh, after her cousin. A
disease shad began to spread among hooved farm animals, and a solution suggested
killing all the hooved animals affected to stop the spread. If it affected Little Josh, what
would Becky do?
- 'Sick' by Tom Leveen (12yrs +): Brian and his friends are troublemakers in their school. A
deadly virus breaks out and only they've survived. Everyone else in school has turned into
bloodthirsty killers that are hard to kill. The whole school is in lockdown. Brian and his mate
Chad, along with other kids, must decide to find their healthy friends and bring them to the
safety of the school's theatre. It won’t be easy, and it will test everything they thought
they knew about themselves and their classmates.

-Kesia Mboko

- Emma Reilly
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WHEN YOU WANT A SUN FROM
THE SOLAR SYSTEM
SAYS

"

,

BUT MOM

WE HAVE ONE AT HOME

Broken Heart Syndrome

"

Broken heart syndrome (takotsubo cardiomyopathy), mostly affects women (around 90% of cases are women)
Symptoms:
- Chest Pain
- Shortness of breath
- Abnormalities in the left ventricle
- EKG abnormalities that mimic a heart attack
Quite often mistaken for a heart attack, since the symptoms are similar (prior to running more tests). BHS is usually caused by a surge
in stress hormones (e.g., adrenalin), and doctors aren’t sure how this damages the heart. It is believed that a temporary constriction in
one of the arteries of the heart has a role to play in it.
It usually happens after a big event - e.g. Death of a loved one, divorce, a bad break up or physical stress.
Although this condition is treatable and symptoms usually go away after a couple of days, there can be complications that are deadly,
such as; Pulmonary oedema, arrhythmia, obstruction of blood flow from the left ventricle, and heart failure (around 20% of patients).
So, now that you are aware of a legitimate complication caused by a ‘broken heart’, let’s relax on the sensitivity this upcoming
Valentine’s day – go eat some chocolate!

- Dominika Ryzwanowicz & Mariangela Rotaru
China makes “artificial sun”

At the end of a chaotic year, China has made a major leap through in
energy production with their largest and most advanced nuclear fusion
experimental reactor - the HL-2M Tokamak reactor. Scientists hope this
new technology will unlock the path to powerful clean energy!
But what is a fusion reactor and how does it work? Nuclear fusion is the
fusing of atomic nuclei to create a gigantic amount of energy and has
gained mountains of attention in recent years as a solution to the climate
crises. It is considered “the holy grail of energy”. Nuclear fusion is also
the way our sun works, the intense pressure and heat in the sun's core
results in the fusing of hydrogen atoms into helium, which releases a lot
of energy.

This reactor uses a powerful magnetic field to fuse hot
plasma and it’s process can result in temperature of over
150 million degrees Celsius - approximately 10 times
hotter than our sun’s core!
They plan to use the device in collaboration with scientists
from around the world working on the International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor- the worlds largest
nuclear fusion research project. Located in France, the
project is set to be complete by 2025. We’re excited to see
what developments and technologies will arise from the
project!

- Nathan Welters & Maksims Viskrebencevs

The Kentucky Fried Console

While everyone was swooning over the new Xbox and PlayStation consoles, KFC released news that they had been building a
console with the PC part manufacturer CoolerMaster.
The Console will be running the latest graphics and processing units, but that's not the only thing it will be running, as the
console comes with a built in chicken heater. Yes, a chicken heater. According to CoolerMaster’s own website, the chicken
heater will run off the heat from the console's processors. The Console comes with many modern features that anyone
wishing for a console would enjoy, such as VR support, Ray Tracing, 240fps, 240hz, output at 1080p, 4k gaming at 120hz & a
2 terabyte SSD.
There is no official release date for the console yet, so I guess you will have to warm your chicken in an oven like any other
boring chicken cooker .

-Rudolf Rosti
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OF ONLINE SCHOOL

:

THE

FIGURE ON THE TEAMS APP DISPLAY IS
STARTING TO LOOK ATTRACTIVE

Can school ever get back to normal?

Nowadays, we are living in an online learning
environment. But what are the main things we
can do to improve this?
Well, some experts say that the best way to
protect us is to maintain social distance and
wear a face mask.

There are some people that don’t follow these
restrictions, and in my opinion that is a big
mistake, because their acts make this situation
worse.
With all of the new virus strains and rising cases,
we need to be co-operate better than we did a
few months ago.

Advantages of classes online

Hundreds of training possibilities.
Virtual education costs.
It allows you to study from anywhere.
Saves you time.
You can choose when to study.
It allows a balance between study and work.
It offers you the possibility of advancing at your own
pace.
It encourages responsibility.
You can interact from wherever you are.
- Cayetano Herranz
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- Ema Pravda

TIPS, ADVICE, FUN & LIFE HACKS
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WHY DID NO ONE TELL ME YOUR
PULSE SYNCHRONISES WITH
YOUR LOVER
Dating tips:

How to make yourself unforgettable: You should connect to the
person with emotion and not logic. For example when asking a
question in a logical way it’s like “what’s your favourite hobby?”.
Instead ask “why is that your favourite hobby?”.
Does playing hard to get work?: No it does not, it is like playing with
a cat and a piece of string. The cat goes crazy but once you drop
the string , the cat doesn’t care anymore.
“I will never find that type of person again”: People may not be
replaceable, but your feelings are. Instead of being focused on
replacing a person ,focus on replacing the feeling. You may get
there on your own or from the next person.
It’s okay to not always talk in a relationship: Sometimes it’s okay to
be in your own worlds but together. Talking all the time is tiring, It
can burn out the relationship.

- Adrian Badinas

?

Ways to practice self love:

1. Improve your mental health
2. Step out of your comfort zone
3. Reach out to people you trust when you're in need
4. Don't compare yourself to others
5. Try be yourself more around others
6. Don't be afraid to cut off toxic people

- Divine Onwuegbusi
Loving others:
1. Be yourself

2. Make sure you guys have common interests
3. Communication
4. Commitment
5. Remember that this is your relationship and no
one else's

Zodiac Signs' Compatibility:

Aries are most compatible with Gemini, Leo, Sagittarius and Aquarius
Taurus are most compatible with Cancer, Virgo, Capricorn and Pisces
Gemini are most compatible with Aries, Leo, Libra and Aquarius
Cancer are most compatible with Taurus, Virgo, Scorpio and Pisces
Leo are most compatible with Aries, Gemini, Libra and Sagittarius
Virgo are most compatible with Taurus, Cancer, Scorpio and Capricorn
Libra are most compatible with Gemini, Leo, Sagittarius and Aquarius
Scorpio are most compatible with Cancer, Virgo, Capricorn and Pisces
Sagittarius are most compatible with Leo, Aries, Aquarius and Libra
Capricorn are most compatible with Pisces, Scorpio, Virgo and Taurus
Aquarius are most compatible with Aries, Gemini, Libra and
Sagittarius
Pisces are most compatible with Taurus, Cancer, Scorpio and
Capricorn

6. Your relationship will be different from others &
having problems is a normal thing

- Julia Mierzwa

Interview about Astrology

- Jemima Imabeh.

Survey results: Fingal CC students
completed a Valentine's day survey. Here
are the results!
Top Romantic Movie in Fingal CC:
Titanic
Best Love song in Fingal CC:
Can’t Help Falling in Love
Best valentine’s day gift of Fingal CC:
Chocolates
- Patrycja Sykula

We asked @astrologyanswers on Instagram to answer some curious questions about astrology and love. Here's how it went:
When did your passion for astrology start?: “I discovered my passion in the mid-2000s when exploring my connection to the universe through
meditation.”
What interests you most about astrology?: “How it brings people together & allows us to explore our personalities, relationships with everyday
life."
What do you think is the most romantic sign?: “Water signs win this category. If you’re looking at traditional romance, Pisces often come out on
top as being the most devoted."
Anything else we should know?: "For Valentines day we forecast a positive energy that allows us to take a second chance at love. This may
involve reconnecting with past partners, connecting with new ones and refocusing on self-love.”
Instagram: astrologyanswers
- Abby Moran
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